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How digital do we want to be?
"THE FIRST KEYNOTE, THAT LITERALLY GETS UNDER YOUR SKIN:*
How do you go from caveman to cyborg in the 21st century? And in just 45 minutes? Well, you go in Media Res
and do not play around.The audience's eyes wide open and mouths gaping indicated that both tempo and vision
of the key note stretched the boundaries of imagination.
In a wrap-around, Dr. Kramer impressively pointed out, why we still work like cavemen and can not cope with
digitization. Technological development is not linear as evolution, but exponential, faster and faster and faster. "
„Spectacular“ – „Mindblowing“ – „Speechless“

*Source: http://www.fausttranslations.com/blog/evolution-ist-zu-langsam-wenn-organisationen-uberl/
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Test your limits…
How far can/should digitalization go?
BIOHACKING, CYBORGS, TRANSHUMANISMUS?

More and more people voluntarily biohack themselves. An estimated 50,000 people worldwide carr smart
implants and give their bodies new abilities. But what is behind it? Are implantables coming after wearables?
Polarizing topics in our society. How will our world of change if we increase our brain performance by a factor of
1000 and cell phones and laptops become obsolete?
As a bodyhacker Patrick does not only wear implants in his body, but also
experiments with the next generation.
In his keynote, Patrick gives a deep insight into the world of microchip implants and
the topic of "bodyhacking". It shows what a future looks like when we can connect
our brains directly to the Internet via implants. He also deals with the burning
question of how digital we actually want to be. Is more always better?
However, talking about human transformation is one thing… to actually do it, a
totally different story!
Patrick will not only talk, but shows live on stage how to insert microchip implants.
Technology becomes tangible and definitely provocatively.
An excellent opportunity to excite your visitors.

And after the KeyNote? How about
another highlight for your guests:
Everyone interested will get the chance for
a microchip installation. Something your
clients and visitors will never forget!
Human Augmentation –
right there in front of you.
No science fiction! Reality!

Dr. Patrick Kramer
is a Biohacker, Founder and Innovator, who holds various
degrees from different universities around the world and
has followed several other post-university tracks at
national and international business schools.
Patrick is a global keynote speaker with over 20 years of
work-experience in leading IT- & consulting companies like
IBM and PriceWaterhouseCoopers in the areas of "Digital
Transformation" and „Internet-of-Things“.
In 2014 he founded “Digiwell” – Upgraded Humans”
(www.digiwell.com) the largest biohacking platform in
Europe dedicated to upgrade and transform humans and
organizations. Furthermore, he is a founding member of
“Vivokey Technologies” a company to augment the human
body with the next generation of non-medical implants.
In Patrick’s vision, technology will more and more be worn
under the skin. Wearing implants himself, he also
experiments and develops the next-generation of cyborg
technology.
His work and insights into near- and inbody technology has
been internationally recognized among others by Wired,
The Wall Street Journal, Computerworld, RedBull Media,
PCWorld, CeBIT, and others. He is a proud speaker at
TEDx – Ahead of time, CeBIT Global Conferences, Wired
Future Fest and has been inspiring various corporations
around the world.

Contact me for more information:
Tel.: +49 (0)176 458 474 79
Email: Patrick.Kramer@digiwell.com
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